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CRITICAL 

NETWORKS 

Symphony DeiceVue provides a new level of automation and shared situational 

awareness to airport deicing operations. The Web-based application delivers 

real-time visibility into the deicing process queue while automatically tracking and 

communicating each aircraft’s status visually to authorized users. With 

Symphony
 
DeiceVue airports, airlines, the deice house and FAA controllers can 

manage the deice queue from a shared display, improving situational awareness 

and resource allocation. Symphony DeiceVue is available as a Symphony 

OpsVue module, powered by the Harris NextGen real time surface surveillance 

data. 

Symphony OpsVue is an integrated collaborative decision making solution 

developed to improve the business performance of airports, aircraft operators, 

and aviation stakeholders by providing shared situational awareness, monitoring 

and alerting of operations among all stakeholders. Symphony OpsVue’s access 

to nationwide NextGen surveillance data allows visualization of multiple airport 

surfaces and terminal areas with a single login and enables system-wide 

diversion management. 
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Real-time Deicing Operations Management and Reporting 

BENEFITS 

 Leverages Symphony
®
 OpsVue

TM
 to 

incorporate pad queuing and deicing 

operations for enhanced tactical 

operations and deicing pad 

management 

 Enhances estimated departure times as 

operators can see which aircraft are in 

queue, how long they have been 

waiting and how long before the aircraft 

is completed 

 Helps to deconflict aircraft size 

restrictions automatically based upon 

deicing pad size, geometry and aircraft 

design group 
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Symphony DeiceVue streamlines the 

deicing process for airport stakeholders 

by minimizing the need for manual data 

entry and verbal communications at the 

ramp tower. Symphony DeiceVue also 

utilizes the Symphony suite’s 

ReportVue, a comprehensive and robust 

reporting tool that allows users to easily 

and automatically generate reports to 

support billing and auditing activities. 

These reports include: 

 Flight history 

 Deicing fluid use  

 Deicing milestone times  

 Weather data  

 Staff assignment data 

 

 

Users visually designate specific flights needing deicing via the Symphony 

DeiceVue display. 

 

Symphony DeiceVue displays each aircraft status and location in the deicing 

queue and pad. 

FEATURES 

 Automates the collection of key 

milestone events in the deicing 

process 

 Automates the collection and 

association of fluid data to a 

specific aircraft 

 Alerts users when process 

exceptions occur 
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